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Exercise 1 

Consider a system called Bar, composed of a Waitress, which brings orders to a Kitchen that reads 

and serves them. The Waitress has a new order every t seconds, with values uniformly 

distributed in the interval (0,3]. The orders are received by an Owner within the kitchen. 

1. Create a network Bar, with a simple module Waitress (w), a compound module Kitchen (k), and a 

simple module Owner (o) inside the Kitchen. All the modules have the behavior described above. 

2. Let the Owner measure the time between the reception of two consecutive orders. Use the 

measured values to observe both the transient and stationary behavior of the system. [tip 1] 

3. Export the measured values and read them with excel. [tip 2] 

4. Are you managing the physical memory correctly? Any leak?  [tip 3] 

Exercise 2 

Consider a Bar like the one described in Exercise 1. Suppose that two Chefs work in the Kitchen together 

with the Owner. Whenever the latter receives an order, he/she extract a random number v uniformly 

distributed in the interval (0,3] and: 

• if v ≤ T forwards the order to Chef number one 

• if v > T forwards the order to Chef number two 

1. Create two simple modules of type Chef (c0 and c1) inside k, with the behavior described above, and 

set T=1.5. Connect o with c0 and c1 using an array of gates. [tip 4] 

2. Model T as a parameter of the compound module Kitchen. Set this parameter from .ini and read it 

from o. [tip 5] 

3. Let each Chef measure the number of orders received during the simulation. How does it vary when 

changing the value of T? [tip 6] 

Exercise 3 

Consider a Bar like the one described in Exercise 2. Suppose that whenever the Waitress brings an 

order, he/she extracts a random number index uniformly distributed in the interval (0,3] and attaches it 

to the order. Whenever the Owner receives an order, he/she reads the index and: 

• if index ≤ T forwards the order to Chef number one 

• if index > T forwards the order to Chef number two 

1. Create a new message of type Order with a field index. Let w fill it and o use it as described above. 

How does the number of orders received by each chef vary? [tip 7] 

2. Let each Chef read the index of each order he/she receives and consider it as the time needed to 

fulfill the order itself. Compute the expected load of each Chef. Is it above 100%? Why? [tip 8] 
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Exercise 4 

Consider a Bar like the one described in  

Exercise 4. Suppose that a Chef is able to store each order he/she receives into a Container. Then 

he/she takes one order, choosing it from the container according to a certain policy, and serves 

it for index seconds before going to the next order. 

1. Choose a policy (FIFO, LIFO, shortest index first, longest index first, random, your policy) and 

implement it into the module Chef. Realize a proper Container for the purpose. [tip 9] 

2. Measure the service time of each order as the time between its creation and its fulfilling.  Observe 

how its statistical properties varies depending on the chosen policy. [tip 10] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tips [spoiler alert] 

1. Create a @statistic using record=mean,vector,min,max 

2. Double click on a .sca file, create an .anf file and open it. Select a statistic, right click on it and select 

Export Data -> .csv. Read the csv with excel/calc/whatever. 

3. Where do your messages eventually go? 

4. You can send a message through gate out[i] using send(msg,"out",i) 

5. You can get a reference to a parentModule using getParent() 

6. You can configure multiple values for a parameter using the following syntax param=${1,1.5,2} 

in the .ini file 

7. Define a new message type with a .msg file 

8. Measure the sum of index values and use it to compute the system utilization in the finish() 

function. Remember that you can obtain the current time with the function simTime() 

9. You can choose a ready-to-use container from the STL library. These container can store any type of 

object and can have their ordering operators redefined. 

10. Add a new field into the order message and store its creation time 


